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In his "Testament" F. L. WRIGHT attributes philosophy an importance 
similar to that of sight for architects. 

Throughout historic development, objects produced by building always 
represented values without being aesthetically valuable. The first constructions 
of mankind can be considered as utility objects just as the first tools. 

From among all utility objects created by man, the building has always 
been peculiar by functioning always and everY"\V'here as frame for the life 
of the individual and the society. 

This is why buildings - as utility objects or engineering structures 
had to have an aspect already by the earliest times satisfying the average 
sense of beauty of the individuaL and the aesthetic demands of the actual 
society. 

"Big-size utility objects" meeting basic material needs created by 
building are not only "useful" but "beautiful" by meeting aesthetic demands, 
and in fact, their outstanding specimens are certainly "artistic". Just as 
the entirety of Reality, also artistic creations (parts of the objective reality) 
integrate purport and form, underlying their aesthetic appreciation. The 
system of categories of Marxist-Leninist aesthetics cannot be applied as 
such for the aesthetic appreciation of engineering structures (non-autono
mous artistic creations). Namely, in certain arts - first of all, in architecture 
and in applied arts - beauty is coupled with direct utilitarian significance 
(material utility), even their artistic-aesthetic significance is preconditioned 
by functionality. Engineering creations as "big-size utility objects" take a 
special place among human creations, since: 

a) they are primarily utility objects (industrial, transport, hydraulic 
etc. engineering structures), thus, other than autonomous artistic creations, 

b) they include no (or at most, functional) inner spaces, inaccessible to 
the classic principles of space art, 

c) they are voluminous, hence aesthetic hy mass effect, 

'" Abridged text of the Dr. Techn. Thesis by the Author 
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d) elements of the outer form (as acsthetic category) are inaccessible to 
conventional appreciation (as are autonomous arts), they become inner formal 
elements. 

Based on these essential specifics, it has been attempted to establish 
a modified interpretation and composition of the category system of Marxist
Leninist aesthetics likely to suit aesthetic analysis of engineering structures, 
or the aesthetic direction of designing (Fig. 1). 

Constructton 

Fig. 1. Terminology of purport and form for the aesthetic evaluation of engineering 
constructions 

Material is the most general concept in philosophy. 
ENGELS denied the unity of "lorld to reside in its existence rather than 

in its materialness. 
In course of historical development, man necessarily always was 

in touch with material, moulding it to his needs and possibilities. The moulded 
material reacted, in turn, on the conscious human activity. "Humanized" 
material world became the vehicle of aesthetic values when it raised concepts 
of regularities in the human mind. In aesthetic meaning, material (stone, 
wood, metal, concrete) is a medium ,vith visual and sensory form recording 
creations of the artists. In virtue of its criteria, materialness is an essential 
component of artistic creation. 
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Material, as object of artistic creation, is a reality existing objectively, 
irrespective of the consciousness. The functional demand becomes a function, 
a concrete creation in the material. 

Aesthetic analysis of the material points out two factors fundamental 
from the aspect of construction: 

1. particulars (inner structure, colour, texture etc.), 
2. decision over the structure (strength, physical characteristics). 

Adequate and conscious utilization of formal possibilities offered by 
materials is mauifest by materialness, the optimum suitability of its strength 
characteristics against stresses in a given structure is manifest by structural
ness. 

In general, a form is good and aesthetic if it is in perfect harmony ,vith 
the inner regularities of the material, discloses the natural beauty of the 
material, does not deceive but exhibits forces and reactions. 

H. VAN DE VELDE is illustrative in stating recent creations to owe their 
beauty merely to the prevalent principles of reasonable existence and to the 
exactly purposeful, regular use of materials. 

Accordingly, a structure is true, good anti elegant if its forces and 
reactions correspond to material characteristics, thus no stresses in the mate
rial it is not ty-pically resistant to arise. 

Materials for engineering structures are termed structural, or building 
materials. 

Building materials markedly influence the aspect of engineering struc
tures, they are fundamental for the shape of engineering structures. Durabil
ity, mouldability, texture, colour and load capacity of the materials are 
important factors of aesthetic quality. High-strength materials permit smaller 
cross sections, more slender, finer lighter-weight structures with finer articula
tions. A reduced mass raises the feeling of ease. 

The development of structural materials and of structures made with 
them has been a fight between two, opposite endeavours i.e. to ever lighter 
building materials and to ever higher strengths, as illustrated in Fig. 2. FULLER 
considered construction to be the art of lightening. 

Let us outline now moulding possibilities, aesthetic qualities inherent 
in each building material. 

Building stones 

First "natural" abode of man ,'Ias cave in a rock, an important momen
tum not only for the development of space and mass notions but determining 
the first forms of material concept. The "stone building" of nature, the cave 
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Fig. 2. Fundamental tendencies of the development of structural materials 
(after [4]) 

made aware of the strength, durability of stone, at the same time raised the 
sensation of permanency. 

Most important structural materials in the age of mass material building 
and material building were natural stones. Stone architecture rose in Gothic 
style to an artistic level. Gothic arched buttresses supporting the solid ,v-all 
developing only compressions ty-pical of stone are the non-plus-ultra of mate
rially and structurally artistic building. 

Recently, natural stone as structural material - is increasingly dis-
placed by "artificial stone", concrete and reinforced concrete. Former struc
tural application of the stone has gradually shrunken to its cladding, aesthetic 
qualities (stone claddings of abutments and bridge piers, flagstones for rep
resentative structures such as subways etc.). 

Building timber 

Inhomogeneous, anisotropic, living (organic) timber is one of the first, 
considerately applied building materials. As natural prototy-pe of human build
ing activity, a tree fallen across a creek creating thereby a "natural bridge" 
made aware of the use of timber as a structural material. Again, first suspen-
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si on bridges made of lianes and vines are the first cable structures where 
tensile strength of vegetal fibres was recognized. 

First human buildings, tents, half-timber adobe huts made use of grown, 
organic timber. Though, timber structures on piles hint to a developed struc
tural, material kno"wledge matter. Tree is the ancestor of the column as struc
tural member, a raw tree trunk in form. The first stone columns simulate 
timber architecture (tapering fluting, evasive capital as remnant of wood 
fibres spread under load, grooves reminiscent of hoop traces around trunks). 
Timber is aesthetic by being a "living matter". Since ancient times, man as 
a natural being feels natural phenomena, materials to be attractive. Timber, 
as an organic, grown material materializes living matter, even dead, it sym
bolizes life, "warmth, growth, decease to the builder. Variegated colour, texture, 
pattern of wood are inexhaustible tools of aesthetic design. 

l\'Ietals 

The industrial revolution in the late 18th and early 19th centuries 
entrained the appearance and rapid extension of iron and steel among build
ing and structural materials. This new material of one- and two-dimensional 
structures, of a high compressive and tensile strength has displaced tridimen
sional masses of stone structures, and entrained quite a number of structural 
and aesthetical facilities. Initially, timber and stone were replaced by the new 
material of iron, adapting structural and formal solutions arisen for classic 
structural materials. In course of the history of construction, iron or other 
structural materials long remained hidden, and even later, they appeared 
disguised or immaterial. Real meeting points between architecture and civil 
engineering were bridges and railway station halls. The need of spanning big 
spaces, recognizance of high-strength steel to be convenient, conscious utili
zation of moulding possibilities in steel helped its breakthrough in civil 
engineering. 

13 

Aesthetic achievements of structural steel are: 

its high tensile and compressive strength enable it to cover (span) 
large rooms, at an important modification of spatial approach; 
it raises a feeling of lightness, boldness, ease; 
it replaces the traditional, tridimensional mass forming by bidimen
sional, exact, precise structures; 
"malleability" in production provides for structurally and formally 
adequate sections; 
its materialness harmonizes in appearance with that of other materials. 
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Beside steel, aluminium is a valuable, developing structural material. 
Its structural aesthetics resides in its homogeneity. anticorrosion, weathering 
resistance, watertightness and metallic surface. It needs no painting: its 
colour, lustre and materialness are of a special aesthetic value. 

Concrete and reinforced concrete 

Perhaps the most extended structural material is concrete both for walls 
and partitions, and as structural material. It is an artificial building material, 
an "artificial stone" arising by mixing a binder, water and aggregate, "with 
applicatiou possibilities bounded by the way of making: freshly mi.xed, plastic 
concrete is cast in shutterings - keeping their form after hardening. 

Concrete as a stony material has a high compressive but low tensile 
strength. It is advantageous by being easy to mould by casting in the proper 
shuttering but its adverse brittleness, rigidity long hampered its use as a 
structural material. Already by the beginning of this century, concrete was 
recognized to offer simultaneous tools to the structural engineer for structural 
solutions, and to architects for aesthetic solutions (surfaces, masses). While, 
however, engineering structures (concrete and reinforced concrete bridges, 
silos, water towers etc.) were made with exposed concrete surface without 
ulterior treatment, in "architecture" (for houses and public buildings) the 
load-bearing structure has usually been coated in stone, ceramic tile, or 
plastered. Concrete dominating the fayade necessarily raises peculiar demands 
to plastic effects and novel architectonics, in particular, division, articulation 
of surfaces and intensive light-shade effects resulting from plasticity, the 
possibilities of "which offered by concrete being soon discovered and applied 
in monumental sculpture. 

Forms of appearance of concrete and reinforced concrete are: 

exposed concrete propcr, truly reproducing the mould inner surface; 
exposed aggregate surface exhibiting the concrete composition; 
surface treated as artificial stone; 
surface vitrified by melting. 

Concrete surfacing depends on its material characteristics and technology. 
The shuttering is responsible for the hardened concrete surface. The design 
of extended surfaces and masses much depends on the surface texture of the 
concrete building, to be created by 

disclosing the material composition and inner structure; and 
applying different shuttering systems. 
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Building ceramics 

Burnt clay as an ancestral building material has been applied since the 
knowledge of fire (12 OOO-ll 000 B.C.). In the philosophical history of matea 
rial concept due to Anaximenes, Thales, Heraklitus and Democritus FIRE, 
WATER, EARTH and AIR were the four primary elements (Empedodes) 
meaning for the human consciousness the existence of the physical universe, 
and determining its materialness, and as such, they were the origin and bases 
of the materialist world concept. The philosophy of Aristotle considers the 
four primary elements already to have aesthetic properties, symbolic concepts 
as attributes, joined by counterparts of heav-y-light, cold-warm, wet-dry. 
This attribution of concepts is typical of the development of a psycho-physical 
and emotional man-to-material relation parallel to the mental development. 

This is responsible, among others, for the preference to and spread of 
ceramic buildings materials arising from the union of the "four primary 
elements", carriers of ideatic significance for man get ting to dominate Nature. 

The character of brick and clinker masonry depends on the colour, 
structure of buildings, joints and fa(fade division. Brick masonry is specific 
by its 

dense screen mesh, 
ruggedness, 
cellularity. 

Architectural glasses 

Beside steel and reinforced concrete, glass is one of the most frequent 
building materials in modern architecture, with important aesthetic effects. 

Generalization of glass is due to its peculiarities, in particular, it is 
indispensable by its transparency, light transmission. Further advantages are 
indeformability, heat resistance, watertightness, ageing resistance, moulda
bility in manufacture. 

Glass transparency is also important both aesthetically and visually. Latest, 
high-strength glass panes applied for walls and partitions offer unique possi
bilities of architectural spatiality, such as interpenetration of outer and inner 
spaces, optically continuous (but physically confined) inner rooms and groups. 
The possibility of optical interconnection fundamentally affected the relation 
between structure and its sunounding, creating quite a series of new means 
of expression. This has been the tool for Neutra for the artistic connection of 
outer and inner spaces. Transparency as a feature was an important factor in 
the separation betwecn structure and "walls, in the unconcealed, open exhibi
tion of the structure. Further aesthetic means are due to the stain ability of 

13* 
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glass material for the development of stained glass surfaces. Stained glass 
mosaics, preferred artistic tools with mystic effect of Gothic architecture, are 
generally known. Light transmitted by glasses of different colours are tools 
for the architect to create psychological, emotional, aesthetic impressions as 
did Le Corbusier in the Ronchamps chapel. 

Materials and neutrality of glass are important aesthetic values permit
ting harmony with almost any other building material. 

Synthetic materials 

These chemically produced artificial, organic building materials can be 
worked and processed by industrial methods. Their recent but fast spreading 
constructional application is attributed to several technical and aesthetic 
conveniences such as: 

low density, hence adaptability to lightweight structures (mass for
mation), 
ease of workability, mould ability (form possibilities), 
usually pleasant aspect (colour, texture etc.), 
proneness to interaction with other materials (sandwich construc
tions), 
high strength (of glass fibre reinforced polyester). 

As structural synthetic material usually glass fibre reinforced polyester 
is applied. Structures made exclusively of sy-nthetic materials are mainly sur

face structures (folded plates, pyramids, shells). 
Application of synthetic materials may give birth to new forms, or as 

Italian architect RENZI PIAl'<O put it: "The new materials offered new possi
bilities of architectural expression. The new material leads us to new forms. 
Peculiarities of synthetics require a new starting point in design and analysis". 

An important fundamental of up-to-date structural design is material
ness, an artistic quality due to the respect of boundaries of the selected art 
and genre, possibly managing the natural structure of the constituent materials. 
Every material has its inherent applications. Moulding should depend on 

material properties. In general, that form is good and aesthetic that is in com
plete harmony with the inherent material properties. 

Forms suiting a given material generally did not finalize earlier than a 
while after its effective utilization. Forms bound to natural, valuable materials 
have heen copied in artificial materials (masonry columns painted to marble, 
Corinthian capitals made of tinplate or plaster). Instead of simple, natural 
dy-namic conditions, wanton, formal solutions arose, leading to intricate 
structures, disharmonic masses. 
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Exposed concrete raises the essential problem of materialness. May 
materialness be expected from concrete cast in wooden moulds hence imitating 
the surface of wood? 

The indivisibility of material and structure implies that an up-to-date 
approach to architecture and structural engineering does not strive to conceal 
how the given structure was made of the given material. The imprint of wooden 
shuttering material on the concrete surface is no "imitation" of wood since 
the concrete surface is not intended to look like wood. Behind the grain 
reminding of the shuttering material, the concrete material, colour, surface 
texture comes clearly, unambiguously to light. 

The demand of a precious aggregate raises an economy problem. To 
reduce the consumption of an expensive aggregate, technological tricks are 
applied to keep the speciai aggregate on the concrete surface. Thereby the 
concrete as a structural material is separated from its surface, essentially a 
coating, the pure harmony between material, structure and form is destroyed 
by an unpleasant dissonance. 

Summary 

Knowledge of the aesthetic aspects of material selection is indispensable for the creative 
work of structural designers, a precondition of creating aesthetic engineering structures. 

Thus, structural design endeavours to find a logic. maximaIIy functional structural 
solution taking the material, the demand and the man into consideration, such that it does 
not counteract material laws, and to find an aesthetic formal solution for it - raising thereby 
the beauty of logic to the logic of beauty. 
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